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Bring on the Rain!
Story and photos by Suzanne

Welander

Spring is here! It’s the best time to get on Georgia’s rainfall-fed rivers! Opportunities for natural flow river trips historically
peak in March and April across all of the state’s geologic regions.
Free-flowing rivers tend to have more water during this period because of a combination of favorable conditions: above-average rainfall; winter rains have recharged aquifers and saturated the earth
with groundwater, and plant life has not yet woken up—thirsty—
from its Winter dormancy. All that water running through all those
creeks, swamps, and rivers makes it an ideal time to get out and
take advantage of the wonderful diversity of rivers in Georgia.
Our family’s favorite Spring destination is the Chattooga
River. Enjoy it in the spring, and perhaps you’ll encounter drifts of
mountain laurel blooming through misty rains. Any time the Chattooga is running is a great time to visit our crown jewel. Other than
the obvious, consider these other Spring trips off the beaten path.

PLazer Creek: Lazer Creek is wild and isolated. You likely won't see
anybody on this trip. The 9.2 mile run from Sunrise Road to the
confluence with the Flint River is smooth except for two Class II
shoals. The location of the ledges toward the end of the run keeps
motorboats from coming upstream. Big Lazer Creek Wildlife Management Area flanks the right side of the river for several miles, providing great sites for canoe camping. If you can catch Lazer Creek still
running in May, you might see the shoal lilies blooming on the
Flint’s long and rocky shoals.
Recommended Level/Gauge: There is no gauge on Lazer Creek. Look
for average or better flows on neighboring streams’ USGS telemetry
gauges. The horizontal seam in the river-right concrete piling of the
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Sunrise Road bridge can be used to judge suitability; three feet below the
seam has proved to be ample.
Outfitter: Flint River Outpost, 229-669-3162, flintriveroutpost.com.
St. Marys River: Warmer air temperatures beckon for river trips in South
Georgia, before the bug population mushrooms. The semi-tropical St. Marys
River is a perfect destination for multi-day canoe camping trips. The river’s
sandy bottom collects into wide beaches on the inside of bends in the
river; at the right water level, you’re never far from an ideal camp spot.
The river is wide, with tidal flows stopping the downstream current far
inland from the Atlantic Ocean. Trips farther upstream encounter fewer
powerboats and residential housing. Shuttle service is available at Scotts
Landing.
Recommended Level/Gauge: Using the USGS gauge near MacClenney, FL, a
level of 1.8 feet is sufficient for trips starting at Thompkins Landing Road,
13.7 miles from Scotts Landing.
Outfitter: Canoe Country Outpost, 904-845-4440, or 866-845-4443.
stmarysriverfishcamp.com.
Suwannee River: Maybe you didn’t score a permit for one of the Okefenokee’s seven water trails, but you can still make a trip to the outstanding
swamp this Spring. No permit is required for paddling trips that start at
Stephen Foster State Park and follow the current as it begins to coalesce
into the famed river that spills across Florida into the Gulf of Mexico.
Along the way, you’ll head west through the Suwannee Narrows, cross the
Suwannee Sill (whose open gates you can paddle through unimpeded), and
continue south on the Suwannee to Fargo. Add two dozen more miles by
taking out at the next access, well into Florida. Boat ramps for motorized
craft are sparse, but anglers motor upstream from Fargo.
Recommended Level/Gauge: Using the USGS gauge at Fargo, the lowest
passable level is 100cfs. At 1,300 cfs, every sandbar will be submerged and
the zippy current winds through a wide channel that will make it possible
for you to cover the miles quickly.
Outfitter: Suwannee River Outfitters, 912-637-5114, suwanneeriveroutfitters.com.

Continued on page 2
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Rain, continued
South Georgia’s rivers and creeks. Last, consider using the higher
Spring rainfall as an opportunity to explore these swampy headwaters. With the help of exceptional rainfall, a sojourn through flooded
bottomland forests can be had. You’ll be going where few dare
tread, and will have a forest bustling with wildlife to yourself. The
few streamside cabins will be abandoned when high water inundates
the nearby roads. Take care to be prepared and well provisioned for
your swamp trip and unlikely events (such as not making it to your
car by nightfall) won’t cramp your explorer style. In all seriousness,
if these areas were reliably watered, Georgia would have a solid
reputation as an eco-tourism destination.
Recommended Level/Gauge: We’ve learned the hard way that if the
river bank or cypress knees are visible at the put-in, there is not
enough water in a swampy section. Take along a pair of plant
pruning clippers to get the occasional vine out of your way, and
keep a keen eye on the current to stay mindful of the channel.
Regardless of your destination, remember that river water remains
cold in March and April. Dress accordingly.
EL

BULL’S EYE!

by Joane Farrell

In the “old days” of the great Ocoee, we guides did not
have much to do once we got off the river. Sure we had to clean
the toilets and wash the dishes at the outpost, but after that we
had to create our own diversions. Usually that meant sitting around
discussing the river mishaps of the day. These could be eventful as
rafts were not self-bailing and were easily pinned. There were no
guaranteed water levels, timed releases or schedules for rafting trips.
A late release meant every company was trying to put on at the
same time. We had to make it back to the outpost for lunch, the
second trip, and to get the church group from Mississippi back to
their return bus on time. It was every raft for itself and it could be
eventful. The most exciting adventures however, usually took place at
Hell Hole.
In the good old days, the bridge was much closer to Hell
Hole with a large cement pylon in the center for support. The danger being that after Hell Hole, the current made a swift wave train
directly into the cement pylon supporting the bridge. There were
weekly pinnings of self-guided rafts, kayaks and especially open
canoes. Canoes left pinned longer than two days were known to split
apart under the water pressure. Guides had to make sure they had
a good right angle as they hit Hell Hole to avoid the left current
leading to the pin spot. “Kissing” the pylon was a dare devil act
that could get you fired.
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This day had been an especially bad one. As our raft trip hit the staging
eddy above Hell Hole we saw a z-drag across our route trying to unpin a
raft. It resulted in a day of hold ups and no lunch for us. There was much
discussion that night after dinner.
“There might as well be a big Bull’s Eye on the pylon the way it
sucks in boats of inexperienced paddlers,” someone bragged. Those words
were the beginning of the Big Idea. I was getting a degree in art back in
Atlanta and Karen Berry was known to be very artistic. So naturally when
the enthusiastic decision was made to actually paint a Bull’s Eye, we were
the choices.
Four of the guys performed the job of lookouts as Karen and I
waded across Hell Hole after the water was cut off, scared to death the TVA
people at the power house would see us and call the Polk County sheriff.
We were well aware of the infamous Polk County police and their roach
infested jail. The guys were to blow their river whistles if there was danger.
When the water was turned off at dusk, Karen and I waded across to Hell
Hole while holding our paints and brushes above our heads as the water was
still nose deep. We made it and put our paint supplies on the ledge. She
painted her side with red half circles. I painted my side with yellow half
circles. I was trying to cross over to her side to paint my color while holding on to the pylon against the water pressure. Karen said, “Just trade paint
cans, Dumbo”. Mission accomplished. We body surfed Power House rapid to
safety still holding our brushes and paint cans over our heads.
On the first trip of the next day, there was another big hold up at
Hell Hole. A green canoe had gotten pinned and was wrapped around our
newly painted Bull’s Eye. A Z-drag was across the river. The crowd is going
wild at Staging Eddy. Guides are standing up hooting and hollering at the
sight of the newly painted Bull’s Eye. Customers are joining in the revelry
but for some reason I feel no glee. I am embarrassed and mortified at my
part in this. I feel responsible for the latest pin and guilty of vandalism. I
am silent in my raft not admitting my culpability. I have remained mostly
silent and anonymous for all these years. Little did KB know that she would
later be in featured in the river rescue bible for saving an open boater’s life
entrapped on that very same pylon. Hell Hole still gives me chills even
though it has lost most of its drama since the new bridge was built. EL
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by Jenny Taylor

On January 31, 2016, I got my personal first descent of Sweetwater Creek. When asked to go, I was on the fence about it. All that
talk about Class IVs! Jay Davis assured me it would be fine at the
current level (2.5ft) and that he wouldn’t have asked me if he didn’t
think I could handle it. The message said to meet at the take out. I
wasn't paying attention and went to the park. Realizing my mistake, I hurried to the meeting point. Was this a sign? Maybe I
should just not go?
When I arrived, there was Jay, patiently waiting for our
group. Two of the original group had to drop out at the last
minute. So there we were: Jay who has run the river a few times,
and two newbies. Jay is a brave soul. Now I know what you’re
thinking: ”Are the Prez and the VP allowed on the same river at
the same time?" Why are you risking the future of the GCA like
this?!” Everything turns out well in this story so rest your concerns, dear reader.
We got out to scout the first rapid. It looked pretty
harmless. Two channels cut through a rock, make a hard left and
then boom, you’re in an eddy. Easy right? Wrong wrong wrong!!!
Jay went first and I followed. I underestimated the pull of the
current and got flipped. I tried to roll, but I was being twirled
around like a spinning top. So I pulled, swam and did my best to
get into the eddy- which I TOTALLY did! The rest of this section is
classic creeking. Rocks. LOTS of Rocks! There are channels, but you
really need to be good at reading water and making a plan A, B,
C, and D. I got spun around a lot but no swims.
The Falls is a river-wide rapid with multiple entry points.
I skipped the first part as I wasn’t feeling confident. But I did
want to run the second part which is a GI-NORMOUS slide. I put
in way river right and entered via a rocky slide, then ferried left,
put my boat between two rocks, then ferried all the way over to
my group on the other side. From there we took the rooster tail
on the slide all the way to the bottom and it was a great ride!
After the Falls, the river mellows out. It is mostly Class II
rapids. Still creeky, just less intimidating. Jay had warned of a lowhead dam near the plant that we should run way on river right.
However, when we got there it wasn’t much of an obstacle, most
likely due to the Chattahoochee river levels. From there we paddled flat water to the take out, which is a muddy mess. To make
up for that, the walk to the cars was super easy.
Sweetwater at this level is a good creek for beginners. It offers

challenges but isn’t pushy. Scouting for wood is definitely advised as is
getting intel after a storm. Can’t wait to run it again. I didn’t realize how
close I am!
EL

Choosing a Throw Rope

by David Bazemore

I learned much in my first Swiftwater rescue class, but found out
quickly that if I didn't practice the things I had learned, I wasn't useful
when I needed to be. The skill I use more than any other is rope bag
throwing. Throw bags are not created equally. They come in a variety of
sizes and rope diameters, lengths and materials vary. Even how you carry
the bag varies! Some tuck in your PFD, some ride in your boat, and even
others are designed to be worn around your waist.
So what should you buy and why? I will give you some examples
of what I carry and why and let you make the decision on what best
suits your needs. First, a rope is like a helmet. Sure, there are cheaper
ones, but what is the price of good protection? Most throw bags come in
lengths of 50' or 75'. How long does it need to be? Basically it needs to
be long enough to hit the swimmer you are trying to save. For some, a
75' rope is too heavy to throw, especially when wet. If that is an issue,
having that extra 25' will be of little use to you. I carry a 75' rope and
have found many times I need every inch of that rope to hit my target.
On rope diameters, look for something a swimmer can grab
easily in fast moving water and hold onto. You may be surprised that a
thin rope can easily burn the swimmer's hands and cause them to release
it in fast current. A thicker diameter rope is easier to grab. The two
ropes I carry are 7/16 inches and 13 mm, which are plenty thick enough
to hold in swift current.
About material, I'm not going to go into detail about types of
fibers and breaking strengths. Whatever the material, it needs to have
certain qualities. When the rope is deployed, it should float on the surface of the water. It should be a color easily visible to the swimmer. It
should have a reflective quality. It needs to be made for water rescue!
There are many brands of ropes, Grabline, Dyneema, H20 to
name a few. I carry a Stohlquist 75' 13mm throw bag in my boat. I also
carry an H2O waist bag everywhere I go. ake a minute and look these
up. You don't have to purchase those brands but they are good examples
of what to look for in a rope. H20 bags are made by SWR Instructor
Aaron Peeler from the Charlotte White Water Center.
Continued on page 4
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Rope, continued
No matter what rope you choose, when you get it, dump all of
the rope out of the bag. Look at how the rope is attached to the
bag. Especially with Stohlquist, you may find there is no knot holding
the rope in the bag. Rather there is a small metal clip that you should
remove and then tie the appropriate knot in its place.
When I first started paddling, a rope was a rope to me. How
incorrect I was. Take a few minutes and learn more about this primary
piece of safety gear that you will be using more than most others. And
for more knowledge take one of our many swiftwater rescue courses. The GCA has many opportunities this year for you.
EL

THE HIWASSEE (NOT) DRIES

by Justin Kenagy

The water was at 5,200 cfs and the temperature was 24 degrees. Our crew consisted of Martin Wroe, Bill Allen, Rick Thompson,
young John Lambie and myself. It was freezing cold as our three pickups
rumbled up the dirt road past Turtletown Creek searching for the put in
and take out. Snow covered much of the mountainsides and road.
To our right after a ways we could see the progression of Wolf
Creek to where it joined the Hiwassee just below Hollywood Bowl rapid.
This would be our put in. We proceeded to the power plant further
down the road to the take out. A gate marked the entrance to the
plant, and it is another mile drive down to the plant where you cross
the railroad tracks and see another yellow gate at the entrance to the
plant. I knew to park outside the gate, but it was unclear which gate
was indicated.
As we suited up, a worker approached us from the plant. He
was friendly, but warned that we might get locked in if we parked within the gate a mile back up the road. He could not guarantee when the
gate would be locked that day as it was contingent on when the contractors finished whatever they were doing. We decided it best not to
risk it and parked a mile up, dropped two trucks and proceeded back to
the put in.
The Wolf Creek put in requires a climb down a very steep trail
with lots of loose dirt and on this day - frozen scrub. The other four
guys quickly scrambled down it without incident, which I think was fairly
lucky. I took my sweet time to avoid the very real risk of sliding and
not being able to stop. If I do it again, I will definitely rope my boat

down first and hopefully persuade others to do the same. This is a dangerous descent with a boat and a paddle in your hands. It was just one
of the risky decisions I made on this day that I’ve been pondering. As I
cautiously picked my way down the trail I heard the shouting and ruckus
of another crew dealing with a swimmer at Hollywood Bowl who got
worked in one of the holes. They were the only other people we saw that
day, and the swimmer passed me on the trail heading back up the cliff
to their vehicles.
Due to some recent new runs and step-ups without mishap, I had
the swell idea and overconfidence to bring my RPM to a 5200 cfs run on
a below-freezing day. But I hadn’t paddled my RPM in weeks and neglected to factor that in. I noticed that the other four guys all brought their
creekers! Ruh roh! This realization paired with the swimmer made it an
easy decision to walk Hollywood Bowl. With no warm up, I didn’t want to
start out on that mean looking rapid. It was almost 1:00, we hadn’t even
put on yet, and we were all sweating in our dry suits from the class V
scramble and walk up the tracks.
Rick and John decided to go for it and made the entry look easy
as they weaved through a mess of holes lining up for the big one. They
successfully navigated the path on river left between the large holes. I felt
the usual slight regret of making a sensible decision. We grouped up and
proceeded a ways past that first initial set only to come upon a foreboding horizon line which caused us all to move right and seek eddies while
considering the route. Martin and Bill ran probe as none of us had made
this run before. I have never done a run without a lead who knows the
rapids. I was breaking one of my rules in this regard. It made me somewhat apprehensive and definitely upped my fear factor a bit. I took some
comfort in the fact that my four companions were advanced or expert
paddlers from my perspective. I was well aware of being the weakest link
in the chain on this day.
Martin and Bill headed into the rapid and ran the drops on river
right. We watched their torsos disappear as they pin-balled left and right
dropping out of sight. Rick, John and I found an eddy to get out and
scout. In retrospect, I think I’d have fared better if I just ran the thing
behind them but I spent some time stewing over the best line and wondering if I would be able to make the moves to clear the holes. Martin
and Bill advised that hugging the right side as they had done was the
best shot. I peeled out and headed for the rapid. The RPM was getting
tossed around as I fought to drive right coming out of some entry waves.
I was pushed too far right by a surge and dried out on a slab rock just
above the main pour over - leading to a large retentive hole.
Continued on page 5
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Dries, continued

This was not good. I had lost all speed and had little chance of a successful re-entry into the current to clear the hole.
Sliding backwards I became aware of a new dilemma I hadn’t
encountered before: hand encumbering from cold-weather gear. I had
gloves and pogies on and very little time to decide whether to extract my
left hand to push off of or try to hold on to the rock. I realized how
difficult it would be to get my hand back into the pogie for paddling
with no time to spare. I decided to keep my hand in and slid backwards
into strong current that immediately grabbed the stern and flipped me. I
needed to roll fast or take the drop upsidedown. I quickly rolled only to
find myself completely parallel with the drop as I melted down into the
very retentive hole. I flipped and held on to my paddle with a death grip
while hoping to wash out. I could feel that I was deep in the pocket and
the force seemed too strong to get a blade out and try rolling up. After
a few seconds that felt a lot longer I decided to punch out. I came up
and was re-circulated once. On my second surfacing I swam like a maniac
for the right eddy and made it. With dismay I imagined my boat and
paddle traveling far downriver. I started walking to the next eddy and Bill
Continued on page 6

MARTIN WROE WAITS IN THE EDDY FOR JUSTIN KENAGY TO
RESURFACE, WHILE HIS PADDLE APPROACHES AND HIS KAYAK
DOES ITS OWN THING. PHOTO BY RICK THOMP SON

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members
share information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and
links to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip
reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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Dries, continued
was pointing up river from the eddy below and making paddle gestures. There in the eddy was my paddle which he had spear-chucked
towards the bank. I grabbed it with much relief. I continued walking
through the woods pretty winded but trying to calm my racing pulse
to conserve energy. I was warm in my dry suit, I had my paddle and
I wasn’t still swimming. But what about my boat? Dare I hope for
that?
Then I spotted Martin and Rick and saw the green color of my boat
on the bank surprisingly close. Hallelujah! Martin had saved my butt by
wrasslin’ my boat in through some pretty substantial boogie water. I
was extremely glad, but my head game was damaged and I needed to
get it together to make sure I didn’t put any further strain on the
crew by swimming again.
Rick was lighting a fire, but I let him know I was plenty
warm so he put it out. He gave out some chocolate. It occurred to me
that I was the beneficiary of a really good crew cleaning me up with
maximum skill. We got back on the river and headed into many more
equally if not more crazy rapids in store for us. It became quickly
evident that this was not the III+ river described in AW for the lower
flows. This was full on “must-make” ferrying and boat control through
swirling crazy water, wave trains and hole dodging mayhem.
As we resumed the run after my mishap, I will admit to being
gravely concerned about my own ability to complete the run in the
RPM. I have done some big water runs and a reasonable amount of
advanced whitewater, but this water was just plain misbehaving and
not acting right. As Bill mentioned later “There was no true green
water on that run. There were very few identifiable or reliable lines.” I
would agree with that statement. Surges, whirlpools and squirrelly
water were the norm and I was fighting to keep control in my slicey
boat.
One feature in particular worth mentioning was an almost
river-wide nasty hole stretching from river right well past the middle of
the flow. There were very few eddies and trees everywhere so this
whole run had the feel of a conveyor belt feeding you towards your
fate with each new feature. As we approached this one, I saw everyone
wheeling their boats around into an up river ferrying position and
paddling like mad to ferry river left. I did the same and found myself
fighting the boils and waves to complete the ferry. As I did so, I was
able to see the aforementioned huge hole. It reminded me of
“Greyhound Bus Stop” on the New River. This was a hole you really
wanted to miss, and blowing the ferry would have been a problem!
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A little further past that obstacle we saw the riverbanks constricting rapidly in front of us. Given how wide the previous flow was,
it was foreboding to see all the water heading quickly into a tight area
with no alternatives. Our youngest member John said, “I don’t like the
looks of this,” to which Martin replied, “Neither do I!”.
My adrenaline started firing, and just like that – it was on.
There was some back paddling and jockeying for position and spacing
as Rick and Bill ran ahead. I tried to give Martin some space and then
joined the main current as we were all sucked into “The Narrows”. A
big patch of boil water grabbed me and started moving me from left to
right where Martin was stalled in some kind of whirlpool which had
sucked his boat down below the surface. I was being piled onto him,
and I fought to stay clear of a foul-up collision in that churning, crazy
water.
As he freed himself, the water grabbed my boat and popped it
up on its stern, which had been happening a lot. I am not a stern
squirt guy (yet), and these occurrences are a bewildering series of flailings for me. I began leaning forward much more after this last one. All
of the talk on AW and elsewhere about “weird water” in the Narrows
is dead on. I was glad to cruise out of that place upright and still in
my boat!
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Dries, continued

Shuler Creek and the Upper Hiwassee Dry Gorge
Story and photos submitted by Roger Nott
February 17, 2001

Oh, and now I am charged with keeping "The Swim Chicken"
as a passenger in my boat until someone else lifts the curse from me.
Go check out the Dries and bring your skills!
Turtletown Creek to Appalachia Powerhouse (Dries)
Usual Difficulty: III-IV (for normal flows)
Length: 5.5 Miles
Avg. Gradient: 32 fpm
Max Gradient: 70 fpm
Post script: Martin Wroe went back a week later at 2700, and reported that it was not a beast. EL

I have regularly coordinated GCA trips since 1976 and until the
late 1990s reported them religiously in The Eddy Line (TEL). Then my
job’s time demands increased and I fell behind. Since retiring in 2006, I
have mostly kept up with reporting my new GCA trips and have been
able occasionally to catch up on some of my more memorable older
ones. Over the years paddlers on my February 17, 2001 GCA
“Exploratory” trip on Shuler Creek have urged me to write it up, and
now, 15 years to the day later, I begin!
When GCA’s original Exploration Chairman Gary DeBacher
stepped down in 1978 to begin his 13 year editorship of TEL, then GCA
President Jack Weems recruited me for this role, one I have held most
years thereafter. Its mission is to encourage exploration and TEL reporting of interesting area waterways which have never been described
Continued on page 8
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Shuler Creek, continued
in any published guidebook, the pages of TEL, or the National Database
of American Whitewater (AW). Because of its remoteness and great
beauty, the watershed of the Dry Gorge of the Hiwassee has long beckoned me and kindred whitewater enthusiasts who lust to explore
“streams less paddled.”
The Hiwassee Dry Gorge was created in 1943 when TVA diverted upstream flows from 12 miles of the river below a 150-foot dam. It
was built near the small community and former L & N Railroad station
of Apalachia, in Cherokee County, North Carolina, 1000 feet before the
river’s entry into Polk County, Tennessee. The Apalachia Hydroelectric
Project was accelerated by Congress to generate electricity for wartime
aluminum production. This project usually diverts the river’s entire
upstream flow through an 8.3 mile, mostly underground conduit to its
powerhouse on river left, just upstream of the now popular class II
Hiwassee run. The project’s water releases downstream of its powerhouse
have been a great boon to area summer whitewater recreation but at
the cost of the usual dewatering of the upstream Gorge’s fine class IIIIV rapids.

The overall gradient of the Hiwassee in these lost 12 miles is
26 feet per mile. The river’s four dramatic miles from Turtletown Creek
through the Hiwassee Narrows, almost two miles upstream of the powerhouse, drop about 45 feet per mile. In the past few months, due to
major project maintenance and high rainfall, the Gorge has been running regularly again and has been enjoyed by many paddlers. I first
explored the Dry Gorge on February 3, 1990, during a 3000 to 4000
cfs maintenance release with the hardy GCA crew of Dave Richardson,
John Bell, Gwen Bergen, Tom Burkewicz, Tom Henderson, Jim Silavent,
Mary Trauner, Dave Wallace and Andy Warshaw. That day most of us
drove to the river’s edge to put in at McFarland, a half mile downstream of the Wolf Creek confluence, and ran 4 miles to the Powerhouse. However, I slid down further upstream near the Wolf Creek and
walked up the L&N railroad tracks, which parallel the Gorge’s left
bank. I thereby got to run the Gorge’s most imposing class IV+ rapid
just upstream of Wolf Creek, now known as Hollywood Bowl. We later
dubbed it “Swiss Cheese,” due to its dozens of potholes visible at low
flow. Our run on February 3, 1990, was Ocoee-like and exciting and
was reported on in TEL’s March 1990 issue, page 4, "Upper Hiawassee
Exploratory Trip".
My February 21, 1998 scheduled GCA “Exploration Wild Card”
trip brought me back to the Dry Gorge with kayaker Jeff Lankford and
open boaters Glenn Kent and Kevin McInturff. This time we slid down a
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steep incline to run the last, class II-III+ two-thirds mile of Turtletown
Creek, which flows northwest into the Dry Gorge two miles upstream of
McFarland. We then ran the 6 miles of the Dry Gorge under only the
flow from Turtletown and other side streams entering the Gorge below
Apalachia Dam. We nevertheless had plenty of water to cover its many
class II and III rapids, though our run was much more creek-like, laid
back and serene than our turbulent high water run in 1990.
In 1998, there were no published paddling descriptions of
Turtletown Creek, but I decided to delay my TEL exploration report until
we had had a chance to run more of the creek upstream. Before I could
do so, the entire Turtletown Creek run from highway 68 in Turtletown
was added to the AW database in 2003. That year, the Dry Gorge below
Turtletown was also added to that database, although the upper six
miles of the Dry Gorge had still not been entered.
On Saturday, February 17, 2001, Jeff, Kevin and I, joined by
kayakers Ray Channell and Heather Sutton, eagerly met at 8:30 a.m. at
McDonald’s in Ellijay. It had rained heavily the previous day and night,
but the sun was now shining brightly. We studied topographical maps
and with great anticipation chose to try to explore class III-IV Coker
Creek. I had seen Coker twice where it flows southwest to feed the Dry
Gorge about a half mile downstream of McFarland and three miles upstream of the Powerhouse. And I had ached to paddle it since 1974
when crossing it on highway 68 on my way to the Tellico. In 1998 it
still had not been included in any guidebooks or AW’s Database but had
been run by GCA pioneer Ken Strickland with kayakers Hank Zachery and
Steve Hunt. Ken was unable to join us this day but sent a detailed
written account of their first runs to whet our appetites.
With great anticipation we drove north and arrived about 9:30
Continued on page 9
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Shuler Creek, continued
a.m. at Coker’s crossing under TN highway 68, between Ducktown
and Tellico Plains, about 6 miles north of the Hiwassee bridge and a
few miles south of the small community of Coker Creek, Tennessee. We found Coker running very high and swift, yet still within its
banks. We were excited and proposed to run the 2.9 mile, class I-II
warmup from this bridge to the dramatic Coker Creek Falls area,
where the stream plummets 60 feet in about a quarter mile in 4
dramatic class IV rapids full of big drops and slides. Thereafter we
would run the creek’s narrow, 2.3 mile class III+ gorge, which drops
at a steady 120 feet per mile. We planned to take out either just
before the Hiwassee or at the Powerhouse. The latter option adds
three river miles and over an hour to one’s shuttle time.
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portage the last two dangerous rapids? How dangerous would the inevitable downstream strainers be at this high flow? Would we be arrested for
being in a closed area? In the end we opted to save Coker for a saner
water level and check out other options. A few years later, Coker Creek
was added to the AW database.
Continued on page 10

We stared at the swift flow questioningly and then decided
to check out the quicker shuttle roads on the north side of the
creek to allow us to make a short side trip to scout the
Falls. However, we found the Duckett Ridge Road access gated by the
Forest Service a couple of miles from the Falls. Not to be deterred, I
drove around the gate and persuaded my somewhat reluctant coconspirators to follow. The Falls area was an awe-inspiring
sight! Instead of the expected four separate class IV rapids, we found
a nearly continuous maelstrom! We agreed we could run the first 2
big sliding drops fairly reliably, but the bottom two seemed more
complex and dangerous, containing some fearsome holes and undercuts. What eddies there might have been at lower levels between the
4 drops were now washed out. We scouted and conferred for about
an hour, considering worst case scenarios. Would the canoeists
swamp and be washed into danger? Could we get out in time to

Kevin dodges deadwood as the action picks up in the last mile
before Elbow Creek on a GCA exploratory trip of Turtletown Creek.

Roger and Ray Channell blast one of the easier beaver dams on a
GCA exploratory trip on Turtletown Creek.
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Shuler Creek, continued
We studied my McFarland and Farner 1:24,000 scale topographical maps and homed in on nearby Shuler Creek. Shuler is the
first side stream in the Dry Gorge, entering on river right about a
mile and a half downstream of Apalachia Dam. It originates near the
Smithfield Lookout Tower atop the ridge of the Unicoi Mountains
along the Tennessee/North Carolina state line and flows SW to feed
the Hiwassee just a few yards over the state line into Tennessee. Its
watershed borders those of Coker and Brushy creeks to the west,
North Shoal Creek to the east, and the Bald River to the northeast. It is the third largest watershed of the creeks feeding the Dry
Gorge, behind those of Turtletown and Coker creeks, and is about
the size of that of Bald River. A few years earlier I had road scouted Shuler Creek briefly and remembered it as mostly undisturbed
except for about four small farms on bottomland along its banks.
Since it was now fast approaching noon, we hurried to check it
out. We retraced our paths to the highway 68 Hiwassee bridge and
left shuttle vehicles downstream from it about a quarter mile, on the
river right, north bank. We then motored upstream on Prince Ferry
Road, a good, gravel road which runs east from the bridge along
the Hiwassee’s north bank. In two and a half miles we entered
North Carolina, where the road becomes Shuler Creek Road. At that
point we got our first glimpse of our quarry as it emptied into the
Hiwassee on our right.
We found Shuler Creek narrow but running high and swiftly,
its waters clear despite recent heavy rains. My Farner TN-NC topo
showed our road leaving the Hiwassee and turning northeast to hug
the right bank of the Shuler Creek for 6.3 river miles. From the
topo I calculated Shuler’s gradient in this section as varying from
from 80 to 20 feet per mile but averaging about 40’/mi. Driving
upstream we happily viewed frequent sporty class II+ rapids and no
strainers which we thought we could not paddle over, under or
around. After about 5 miles Shuler Creek Road (SR1322) became
Burrell Mountain Road (SR1325) after Joe Brown Highway forks left
and the main road goes straight along the creek. We stopped about
a mile past Joe Brown Highway where Shuler Creek leaves the roadway and bends upstream to the southeast. Here the Elbow Creek
enters Shuler from the north and substantially augments its flow.
We parked along the road right-of-way and saw we could easily
paddle about 60 unobstructed yards down Elbow’s narrow channel to
Shuler, which still looked very full and inviting. We were excited
and anxious to paddle and almost decided to do so but hesitated,
wondering what we would be missing upstream.
Just downstream of Elbow Creek confluence Shuler Creek
also left my Farner topo map. Upstream of here it is shown on the

Wade and James Lucas and Jeff Lankford on their 2.75
mile trek to the Jacks River.

Unaka NC topo, which unfortunately I did not have with me. I did
have a Chattanooga TN 1:250,000 scale topo covering Shuler upstream, but its 100 foot contours and large scale provided scant clues
to the creek’s character. But it did show that upstream of Elbow
Creek Shuler traverses for two and half miles a deep, apparently
inaccessible forest but that the creek crossed Burrell Mountain Road a
few miles further northeast. We had road scouted most of the lower
6.3 creek miles. "Why not test our luck and explore upstream?" we
debated.

In the end we opted to take a chance and drive northeast
two miles more. We encountered the creek again at a small bridge
on Burrell Mountain Road just after Evans Road veered left (north).
Here Shuler was MUCH smaller, with less than half the volume and
width it had below Elbow Creek and we saw that the water level had
recently dropped a good deal. We scouted a few hundred yards downstream and found JUST enough water comfortably to float the creek
and no strainers. By then it was well after noon. We had been messing around for four hours and ached to get on the water. And we
did.
Continued on page 11
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Shuler Creek, continued
It wasn’t much more than 200 yards before we encountered the first
beaver dam. In the next third of a mile there were about three
more. Yet these first ones didn’t slow us much, not enough anyway to
persuade us to turn around. The valley initially was fairly wide, and we
hoped that soon the creek would constrict and pick up enough gradient
and power to flush out most of the wood.
We were wrong. The creek's valley did soon narrow to as little
as fifteen feet, but unfortunately the logjams and beaver dams continued
unabated despite the quickening of the creek’s flow. Many of them
could be blasted over or through, though that strategy was more dangerous for our kayakers, who chose to get out and portage about 15
times! Kevin and I had to do so about half that number. Needless to
say, the going was slow and often challenging and awkward. Kevin and
I had several times run small streams which required more portaging,
and we are both pretty adept at it and accepted portaging deadwood
as an inevitable price to pay to explore small streams which in other
ways could rewarding. However, I was feeling pretty guilty inflicting all
this trouble on the kayakers, for whom getting in and out of one’s boat
is much more onerous, annoying and potentially dangerous. However,
perhaps due to the balmy weather and their overall positive attitude,
our entire crew was very patient and upbeat during the whole ordeal.
Jeff was our photographer and documented our struggles. During our
first two miles there was a fair amount of gradient, but the majority of
the rapids involved going over, through or around deadwood and low
hanging mountain laurel and rhododendron.
We broke up this saga with a leisurely lunch and goodnaturedly shared stories of other commensurate river challenges, such as
when Jeff and I carried two and three-quarters miles to paddle the
Jacks River with James and Wade Lucas and when Kevin and I had to
portage about 30 times on Nimblewill Creek. And we marveled at the
industriousness of the local beavers! Fortunately, after about two miles
the creek got wider and fuller and the mandatory portages stopped.
However, by then it was about two thirty and we still had over nine
miles to paddle! We shifted gears into wildwater mode and fortunately
were able to run the last almost seven miles of Shuler Creek quickly.
We exhilarated in its fairly continuous class II and easy class III rapids,
seldom stopped to surf, and took no pictures. The open boaters generally went first and were able to boat-scout as necessary. There were some
downed trees that spanned the creek in its final seven miles, but none
posed us any problem and a few formed imposing, but fun ledges and
holes.
We got to the Hiwassee in little more than an hour! We saw it
first about a half mile before the true, western creek mouth, as the
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water was so high that some of the flow appeared to be going upstream
towards the dam. We followed to the main flow to the right, leaving a
large, steep rocky island to our left. The stream completely changed
character when we entered the Hiwassee and we slowed down to enjoy
the late afternoon splendor. Between its steep, towering banks we found
broad, deep lakes with no discernable current alternating with shallower,
swampy sections where mature trees stretched from bank to bank. Here
there was more current and a few times our way was blocked by downed
trees. Generally, the strongest current followed close to the left, southern
bank, along which every half mile we were treated to sporty, narrow,
class II-III rapids.By now it was later afternoon. As the sun set the lakes
came alive with beavers swimming here and there, apparently oblivious to
our intrusion. We also saw quite a few wood ducks and mergansers.
Such a beautiful and serene mountain swamp!
It was twilight when we finally approached the highway 68
bridge. There our journey ended with a fifteen minute, half mile, class III slalom run between thousands of trees. It was with great gusto that we
all feasted together and told river stories well past 10 p.m. at the Waffle
House in Blue Ridge, Georgia. Thank you Heather, Jeff, Kevin and Ray
for memories to treasure.
EL

ACF Water Control Manual re. Proposed Glades Reservoir
The following letter to the US Army Corps of Engineers from long-time GCA
Board of Directors member Roger Nott states the Board’s opposition to the
proposed building of the Glades Reservoir above Lake Lanier. This letter details
how this impoundment would inundate beautiful natural areas along Flat Creek
and portions of the Upper Chattahoochee, but fail to deliver on the stated
goal of the project to better meet Georgia’s water supply needs. It also shows
how that goal can be accomplished more effectively and at vastly less expense, and without the environmental destruction the reservoir would bring.
Finally, it makes a clear case that this project is being strongly supported by
the Hall County Board of Commissioners, despite well-documented opposition
by a wide majority of the local residents to it. A few wealthy developers
control the great majority of the adjacent land and apparently expect to reap
some big profits when it becomes “lakefront property” courtesy of all the
taxpayers of Georgia, and the Hall County Commissioners are clearly very
eager to help them do it.
Dear US Army Corps of Engineers:
I am contacting you representing the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., (GCA) which currently has approximately 600 family memberships, representing approximately 1500 U. S. citizens, primarily from Georgia. We wish to respond to the Savannah District of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers’ Chattahoochee Int draft Water Control Manual, particularly
as it relates to the proposed Glades Reservoir.
Continued on page 13
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
Swiftwater Rescue Skills Clinics (Free for GCA Members)
(check GCA calendar for location and details)
Sat March 12, Sat May 7, Sat July 9, Sat Aug 13
Whitewater Kayak and Canoe Training Weekends
(beginner thru intermediate, check GCA calendar for location and details)
April 30-May 1
June 11-12
July 16-17
August 27-28
Combat Roll Clinics – Tuckasegee River, Dillsboro NC
Sat, June 25
Sat, August 6
GCA Spring Extravaganza – May 13-16, Smoky Mountain Meadows Campground
GCA Fall Gala – Sep 16-18, Smoky Mountain Meadows Campground
Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at http://www.gapaddle.com. For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com.

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all
types of trips, from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up
to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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Glades, continued
by Roger Nott
The GCA Board of Directors opposes the building at this time of the
Glades Reservoir, which we regard as an inefficient, very expensive, and
ineffective way to meet Georgia’s water supply needs. Moreover it would
be unnecessarily destructive to the environmental and the recreational
resources of the Flat Creek and Upper Chattahoochee watershed. We
specifically request that you:
(1) incorporate into the Manual the most recent population projection
from the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget and reduced water
demand information provided by the Metropolitan North Georgia Water
Planning District;
(2) eliminate Glades as part of your preferred alternative because it is
premature to include it;
(3) study the feasibility of raising Lake Lanier one to two feet as a
means of balancing water supply and downstream needs;
(4) reinstate the 750 cfs flow requirement year-round to protect water
quality and recreation;
(5) evaluate how modifications to the current operations would impact
recreation within the ACF basin and in particular the Chattahoochee River
National Recreation Area, Lake Lanier and the Upper Chattahoochee River
Trail.
We agree with the Georgia EPD’s opinion that the Glades Reservoir is currently unneeded, due to revised population projections for the
Northeast Georgia area and the ability of existing resources, including
Lake Lanier and the Cedar Creek Reservoir, adequately to supply the
area’s water needs through 2060. Smart water conservation measures
would further enhance the available water supply without building the
destructive Glades Reservoir.
Several of our members have canoed portions of Flat Creek

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT

proposed for inundation and know it to be a beautiful natural area
replete with an abundance of native wildlife and plants. There is a
dramatic sliding waterfall dropping about thirty vertical feet which is
particularly beautiful and would be entirely submerged by the planned
reservoir. Flat Creek downstream of Hwy. 52 is listed in American
Whitewater’s National Whitewater Database, to which it would be
regrettable and unnecessary loss. Also pumping water from the Upper
Chattahoochee River Trail a short distance downstream of its Mossy
Creek access area could significantly degrade that trail’s recreational
experience for boaters and fishermen in the six river miles from Mossy
Creek to the Belton Bridge Park and put its excellent fishery at risk.
The waters of Flat Creek during flood events transport a very high
level of suspended solids, due to the large amount of pasture land in
its headwaters upstream of Georgia Hwy. 52. The mud flats at its
confluence with the Chattahoochee are massive. If Glades Reservoir
were built in the next decade, it would be mostly silted up before it
was needed. It would be more economically feasible to dredge this
silt within the headwaters of Lake Lanier, during seasonal low levels,
than to trap it in an unneeded reservoir and have to dredge it there.
Eventually Lake Lanier may require radical drawdown for massive
dredging, perhaps in the next century, and the building of a reservoir
such as Glades at that time could be considered then to facilitate this
dredging. Consequently we also do not oppose keeping the land
purchased by Hall County for the reservoir in public ownership to
protect now Flat Creek’s and Lake Lanier’s water quality and riparian
flora and fauna; to provide an attractive natural area adjacent to
areas which might be residentially developed; and to bank the land
for possible future use for water storage, should population growth
and the siltation of Lake Lanier make such desirable.
We understand local developers’ support of this proposed
amenity lake but oppose public expenditure to support it. Though the
local Chamber of Commerce supports the plan, most of local populace

Continued on page 14
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Glades, Continued
is opposed to it. On 10/4/2013 Jacobs Media, the largest news outlet
in the greater Hall County area, polled its online readers (currently on
accessWDUN.com) as to their opinions about building the reservoir.
Almost 3000 readers voted. 79% opposed building the reservoir. 13%
favored it. 8% were undecided. Strong local opposition to the reservoir
had a lot to do with the electoral defeat recently of former Hall County Commission Chairman Tom Oliver, Glades strongest advocate, as his
opponent, Dick Mecum, had suggested during the campaign that he
might be persuaded to oppose the reservoir. (He now has gone along
with his fellow commissioners in supporting it.)
I have attended many Gainesville City Commission meetings
and discussed the Glades plan with its members. I know they have
serious misgivings about it but also do not want openly to oppose the
Hall County Commission, which is preventing the City from drawing
water from the Cedar Creek Reservoir to guarantee its support for the
Glades plan. Its attitude can seen in the discussions related to signing
a Memorandum of Understand with the Hall County Commission for
required submittal to the Corps in November 2013. The City Council
agreed not to obstruct the permitting process but made telling changes
in the MOU's wording proposed by Hall County in September 2013.
That draft read that Gainesville agrees "that it is essential to have
Glades Reservoir permitted." The city's approved version was changed
to read they "agree permitting for the Glades Farm Reservoir should
be pursued." The rejected draft read, "Gainesville has reviewed and
concurs with Hall County's application...." The approved version removed the "and concurs with." Hall County's draft stated "Gainesville
will support Hall County's efforts to acquire the necessary...permits...."
The City changed that to: "Gainesville will continue to supply information and data to support Hall County's efforts to acquire the necessary ,..permits"
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in Lake Lanier due to groundwater seepage and evaporation from the
reservoir, as well as the burden of maintaining the minimum pool level
which Hall County has guaranteed to the Austrian property owners who
sold to It the land for the reservoir and hope to profit from building
on its banks. The Corps very occasionally has to dump water from
Lanier, when it reaches 1074 or 1075 feet above sea level, but does
not do so in most years. It is only at unusually high water levels in
Lake Lamier that the proposed reservoir would provide any water not
already fully available from Lake Lanier. However, these few times do
not justify the proposed massive expenditure on this reservoir.

Cost-benefit analysis makes it plain that Georgia can’t afford
Glades. The project has already cost Hall County taxpayers over $15
million dollars. Actual construction would total at least $130 million,
according to Hall County’s conservative estimates, and likely much
more. Hall County has requested state funding to pay for Glades which
means all state taxpayers would be responsible for footing part of the
bill for this ill-conceived plan. A flow of 750 cfs in the Metro Atlanta
Chattahoochee River is already too low for most canoes and kayaks to
boat the river's shoals without scraping and should not be lowered
even more.
Thank you for your consideration and service to our people
and nation.
Copies of this letter are being sent to our current President,
Jay Davis, and GCA's attorney, Dan MacIntyre.
I am, for the Board,
Roger E. Nott, GCA Board Member since 1978

The proposed plan will destroy nearly 18 miles of streams and
40 acres of wetlands to impound an 850 acre area without a mitigation plan to offset these impacts. The Glades proposal does not add to
the current water supply except in the unusual instance of flooding
that exceeds the ability of Lake Lanier and other downstream reservoirs to contain. In most years, though not perhaps this year, there is
very little excess water in Lake Lanier. For instance, from 9/7/2005 to
10/14/2009 the level of Lake Lanier never reached full pool. Had the
reservoir existed at that time it would have provided no additional
water for public use and actually would have aggravated the low levels
Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

The Eddy Line, © 2016, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 9354
Grapevine Drive, Winston, GA 30187. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 611
Winston, Georgia 30187
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

